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Abstract: This paper focuses on developing algorithm that generates tool 6aJhs for. 
free-form surfaces based on the accuracy of a desired manufaciured part. A 
manufactunng part is represented by mathematical curves and surtaces. Using the 
mathematical representation of the manufacturing part. we generate reiiable and 
near optimal tool paths as well as cutter location data fi le for post - process:ng. This 
algorithm includes two components. First is the forward-step function which 
determines the maximum distance, called forward step, between iwo cutter contact 
points with a given tolerance. This function is independent of the surface ~ype and 1s 
applicable to all continuous parametric surfaces that are twice ciiffe;em:abie The 
second component is the side-step function which determines me maximum 
distance, cailed side-step, between two adjacent too! paths vJ:th a given scaliop 
height. Th is algorithm reduces manufacturing and computing time as ·Neil as the 
cutter - contact points while keeping the given tolerance ana scallop height :n the 
too! paths The parts. for which the cutter contact points are generated using the 
proposed algorithm. are machined using a three axes milling machine. As part of 
the vaiidation process. the too! paths generated dunng machining are anaiyzec to 
compare the machined part and the desired part 

Key words: Free form surface. Cutter :ocaticn data. Cutter contact. For•varc step 

function , Side step function. Too! path. 

Abbreviations: CAD - Computer Aided design, CAM - Computer A:cJed 

Manufacturing. MCU - Machine Controi Unit. CL - Cutter Locai1on. CC - Cuue~ 

Contact. APT - Automated Programmed Tool, NC - Numerical Coniro:. CNC -

Computer Numericai Control. 

Jntroduction 

Process - planning is the function within a manufacturing facility that establishes 

which processes anq.-parameters are to be used to conver~ a ?ar.W1;r~~·~ni~1a.1 ::: 

form to a final form predetermined in an engineering drawing. ~cii . ateria: 
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commonly takes the form of bar stock, plate, casting, forging, or may be just a slab 

of metal. With these raw materials as a base, the process p)anner must prepare a 

list of processes to convert this predetermined material into a predetermined final 

shape. The complete process planniog system has different modules viz .. surface 

identification, material selection, process selection, machine selection , tooi 

seiection, fixture selection. end effectors selection, process sequencing , cutter path 

generation and interrr~ediate surface generation. Each module may require 

execution several times in order to obtain an "optimum" process plan. 

The input to the system will be a 'three-dimensional modei from a computer-aided 

design (CAD) data base. The modei contains not only the shape and dimensioning 

information, but also the tolerance and speciai features. The process plan can be 

routed directly to the production planning system and production control system. 

Time estimates and resource requirement can be sent to the production planning 

system for scheduling. The part program, cutter location (CL) file . and material 

handing control program can also be sent to the control system Process planning 

is the critical bridge between design and manufacturing. Design information can be 

translated into manufacturing language oniy through pro9ess planning Today both 

computer-aided design (CAD) and manufacturing (CAM) have been implemented 

Integrating, or bridging, these functions require automated process piann1ng (Chang 

et. af., 1998). 

The cutter path generation module is the focus of this paper. in this module. 

numerical control (NC) plays a very important role to transform the raw material ;nto 

a finished part specified on an engineering design ihat is either design on paper or 

in a CAD model. NC system consists of three basic components i) A program of 

instructions. ii) A machine control unit and iii) Processing equipment MCU systems 

for NC can be divided into two types. a) Point-to-point b) Continuous path Potnt-to

point systems, also called positioning system, move the work table to a 

programmed location without considering the path taken tc get to that location. 

Once the move has been completed. some processing action is accomplished by 

the work - head at the location such as drilling or punching a hole. Continuous path 
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systems generally refer to systems that are capable of continuous simultaneous 

control of two or more axeS'. The term contouring is used when continuous path 

control is used for simultaneous control of two or more axes in machining 

operations. The maximum error betweeA the desired surface and the finished 

surface can be controlled by the length qf the individual line segments, which is one 

of the main tasks of this paper. Tbe computer's role in computer-aided part 

programming consists of the following tasks: input translation, arithmetic and cutter 
/ I 

offset computations, editing and post-processing. The first three tasks are carried 

out under the supervision of the language processing program. The fourth task, / 

post-processing, requires a separate computer program. The output of this module 

is a file called CLFILE, which stands for "cutter location (CL) file''. This file consists 

mainly of tool path data. In the editing phase, the CLFILE is edited, and a new file 

is generated called CLDATA. CLDATA prov)des readable data on· cutter loc~ions 

and machine tool operating commands. The outpu} . of post-processing is a part 

program consisting ofG-codes, x, y, and z-coordinates, S, F, M .. and other functions 

in word address format (Groover, 1987). 
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Figure 1. Strategies of tool path distribution 
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. The commonly used tool path distribution strategies are 1. Zig - zag or raster 

curves, 2. Contour curves, 3. Spirai curves. 4. Space filling curves, and 5. 

Sequential generated. curves which are shown in Fig 1. . 

The designed part can be represented by parametric curves and surfaces such as 

B'ezier curves and surfaces. The B'ezier curve using de Casteljau algorithm. the 

blossoms and mathematical representation of Bezier curve are used in the earlier 

representations The mathematicai representation is based on Foley and Van Darn 

(1997). Farin (2002), · Faux and Pratt (191'9), Ait-Haddou and Herzog (2002) and 

Rainsnaw (1989). 

Differential geometry of surfaces: A surface may be given by an impiicit form f (;( y: 

Z) = 0 or by its parametric form. The Cartesian coordinates of a parametric surface 

x in terms of two parameters are shown below. · I :r(v, u) 1 
r(u, v) = y(a, v: ; . 

z\·u, "VJ , 
-' 

U= r 'U jl· 

I ·o 
L 

Points on the surface S are obtained by varying the parameters u and v. Where the 

Cartesian coordinates x; y; z of. a surface point are differentiabie functions of 

parameters u and v and [a, b] denotes a rectangie in the u- v .plane. As in the case 

of a curve. the surface S also has a frame consisting of three orthogonal unit 

vectors. This frame is referred to ;=is the surface frame and is represented as 

follows: 

F'(u, t') = 
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The vectors tr and t2 repr.esent the unit vectors and the vector ·01 n represents the 

unit normal vector of the surface S at given values of the parameters u and v as 

shown below. The surface no:rrnal ·n at an arbitrary point P (u, v) is expressed as . 

~ X ;, x X ,. 
11 =IX x··· · 

.i ·u x "' ?•I 

An embedded curve P (u (t}; v- (t)1)' on the designed surface S passing through a 

point ~ represents a parametric curve 011 the designed surface The square. of the 

differential arc length at Pp, along curve P, on the surface can be expressed as 

fol.lows. ,. · 

r _ P· t pt. _ E du du ·, , F dn du . G'du do 
.L- . --- 1.2 --+ ~--

dt dt dt dt dt dt 

is referred to as the first fundamental-form, where "I( is the independent varia bfe 

along . the path and . information of metric propertie~ of the surface such as 

measurement of lengths. areas and angles. 

E = P" . P" ; F = pu. P'' ; G = p v . p u 

The quadratic 

II -Ldudn . ,., ~ 1 dudi· ·\ ' dude - ·--+ ! \ --+ · -dt dt -· dt dt . dt dt 

is referred to as tMe· second fundamental-form where 

L = P"" -n , J\1 = p iw -n . lV = p u,. -n 

are the coefficients of the second fundamental form. The second fundamental form 

II is· of interest in deriving expression for curvature of a · surface. The second 

· fundamental ' form provides measurement of change in the unit normal along the 

given curve on the Slilllfiace. 
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Methodology 

New method developed for generating tQol paths for 'lree-form surfaces can be 

represented by parametric curves and surfaees. It is narrated how the CC point is 

on a tool and how the CL point is a reference point by which the tool moves along a 

surface in removing material, then .conceptual approach by which generation of tool 

path is outlined. After this the new methods for tool paths generation is detailed. 

The algorithm used to calculate forward-step size, and side-step size is explained. 

A proper tool must be used in machining that covers all the chip-making processes 

(such as milling, drilling, turning, and boring). When the degree of complexity for 

machining is increased, the number of tool selections and work-part materials also 

increas5'S There are several factors to be considered in machining· first, selecting 

tool material and geometry involves material, shape, size of the work-part, design 

requirernent, and operation type (roughing or finishing); second, deciding on 

machining conditions such as feed rate, spindle speed, and depth of cut The metal 

cutting process is the removal of work piece materials to obtain a designed part. In 

this work, we assume that the operation is milling with a ball-end tool. To reduce 

ma9hining error we have considered two kinds of points on the tool as shown in Fig 

3. The proposed approach in this research is derived from an overall conceptual 

approach as explf3ined briefly below. The overall conceptual approach is also 

summarized in the flowchart shown in Fig 4, to define the designed surface in the u

v plane, calculate the forward-step size with given tolerance, e, convert the forward

step size from the physical domain into the parametric domain, convert tX r:oints ' -

CL points, calculate side-step, g with given scallop height, h , convert side-stE. o 

the physical domain into the parametric domain, convert CC points to CL poi:· 

points. 

Calculation of Forward - step: Each tool path is approximated by a series of linE 

segments whose accuracy of tool path is controlled by deviation (Figure 2) Eacr. 

segment amount is a forward - step and the maximum deviation is called to : ranee 

To calculate forward-step, we use first and second derivati\(es; thereto -.. th1 ; 
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function is independent of surface types and is applicable to all continuous 

parametric surfaces that are twice differentiable. 

Calculation of side - step: For the purpose ot machining, the designed part is 

approximated by a series of parametric curves and the distance between two 

adjacent tool-paths is a finite distance called the side-step. The side-step, in 

general, may vary along the machined surface and the un-machined region 

between two adjacent tool paths (the scallop or cusp). The upper limit on the height 

of this scallop is called the scallop-height-allowance. Typically, the desired value of 

the scallop height is given, from which the side-step, g, is determined. 

implementation 

/ . 
The proposed solution approach was developed and implemented. There are 

several parts for which the CC points were generated using the proposed algorithm 

and were subsequently machined using a 3~axis milling machine with different 

tolerance and scallop height. The hardware and software used to implement 

proposed algorithms are: 

1. Hardware: 

HMT Vertical Machining Center· with WPLM control Software. 

Roland - 30 Laser scanner and its software. 

2. Software: 

MATLAB 6.0 

AUTOCAO 2007 

SURVEYOR. SCAN CONTROL 

GEOMAGIC QUALIFY 5.0 

The proposed algorithms were coded in MATLAB on"a personal computer (Pentium 

IV, 1.33 GHz CPU, 512 Mb of physical memory) operating under Microsoft XP 

Professional. We machined a free-form shaped part using a block of wax and 

measured tolerance between the machined surface and the desired surface. After 

machining, a 30 laser machine (Roland) with Surveyor Scan Control software (point 

cloud method) was used to scan the machined surface. GEOMAGIC QUALIFY 5 
29 
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Results 

in the first column, "Scallop" and "Tolerance" represent maximum allowed tolerance 

and scailop height The second column, SE. represents the maximum scallop 

height on the machined surface. TE $tands for maximum error of tolerance_ 

·'Average" in the fourth column represents the average toietance and scallop he ig r:~ 

over the surface_ The fifth column, ·'Number of CL points". is for CL points used ic 

create the NC-code by which the machined surface was generatec The ·osc 

coiunm. ·'Total lengtti" shows tne total length of too! paths Tr·; ~ot2• :er:;t:1 of ~co! 

paths generated by proposed approach was compared with mtai :ength ol ·too< 

paths of efficient iso-scaliop approach proposed by Lin and Koren (1994). They also 

showed the efficient iso--scaliop approach is efficient machining compared with iso

parametric machining_ The total length of the tooi paths generated by, proposed 

approac.h is shorter than the total length of the tool paths for the efficient 1so-sca11op 

approach. Therefore, the proposed 9pproach is efficient machining compared with 

the iso-scailop and iso-parametric approach The total lengths of tool paths of the 
I 

proposed approach are 1705.356' and 955.04 mm and they are 1717.548 and 

97T 138 mm of the iso-scaliop approach with tolerance and scal lop height of 1.25 

and 0.254mm. respectively. According to the Table 1. the proposed algorithm 

reduced CL points significantly and almost al l areas of tolerance and scallop height 

were within the given maximum allowed tolerance and scallop height for the free

form surface. However, the tolerance around a few CC points is a iittie higher than 

the given tolerance and som·e scallop heights are a little higher as well. !n Tabie i, 

the maximum error of scallop height and tolerance are not greater than 0.43mm and 

-0.25mm. We conclude that the proposed' approach is efficient machining ~ompa red 

with the iso~scallop approach _and the maximum machining error is from 0.254mm 

to 0431 Smm for the tolerance and scallop height 
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Figure 5 Tool position on flai surface 
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F:g~ re 7. Tool position on curved surface 
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Figure 6 Tool position on curved surface 
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F qure 8. practical too! position 
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r:gure 9. Pract1cai Too1 pos1iion on concave su rface Figure 10 Tool path 
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F:gure 1 ~ Cornpans1on oetweer 
JPSJr€:j ~-sr: and tolerance ~ .25mrr 

rigure 13. Scannea surface with 
ro1erance 1 .25mm 
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Figure 12. Machined oar< with 
tolerance ; .25mrr 

F;gure 44 ::ompans1on oeiween 
aes1red pan and Mach1neo 
pan with tolerance 0.25mr:: 
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Figure 15. Machined part with 
tolerance 0.25mm 

Discussions 

!SSN 1816 - 337& 

Figure 16. Scannea surface with 
:oierance 0.25mrn 

The proposed aigorithm for tool path generation was developed and 1mp1ementec 

successfully through the integration of mathematical modeling used for ca1cu1atin9 

forward and side-step size into the core of the our algorithms. The oresent study 

was contributed towards developing a new method for too! path generation ;n 

milling operations and verifying true machining error in milling operations Using the 

mathematical representation : we determined forward-step size: from there we have 

developed a method for side-step size by studying the geometry of the too! and the 

differential geometry of the designed part. It is then verified for true macn1n1ng 

errors by comparing machined and designed surfaces using the point cloud 

method. The implementation of th is algorith m shows that it is very efficient for finish 

machining and the algorithm invoivea one ;teration compared to ex1st1ng methoas. 

Additiona! contribution is related to mathematical representation of manufactured 

parts through the use of parametric curves and surfaces .A.s a conc1us1on. we !1st 

some advantages of this work. 1. We reduced CL points significantly (by wnich NC 

code was generated). For example. the designed par~ was generated by 100 x 1 OC 

points However. we generated machined surface by 1ess tnan 160 CL points w1 tt1 

predetermined scailop height and tolerance for smal l test problems As a resuii of 
3:0 
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this. the manufacturing data generated from mach1n:ng also decreased s1grnf1cantly, 

that is we reduce cost of data manipuiat1on as we!i as storage. 2 We verified true 

machining errors by comparing designed surface ana machinea surface using the 

point cloud method. Previous efforts have reiieci upon computationa approacr1 

(Huang and Oliver, 1994) and our work provides superior verification via true 

machining. 3 Our method is independent of surface :ypes and is applicable 'o ail 

continuous parametric surfaces that are twice differentiable Therefore. this 

approach 1s wei1 suited for sculptured and ana1yt1c su1-~aces. 
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